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Ah, yes, the tailwheel airplane

dragger pilots learn early that their life is a billion percent ... the airplane and earn the flight in- structor's ... Then, when you start talking aero- batics, antique, or ... 
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Ah, yes, the tailwheel airplane. If there's ever been a more misunderstood mechanism in the history of aviation, it's hard to imagine what it would be. Of course, all of that misunderstanding, misinformation, and mystique didn't exist until the last quarter or so of aviation's life. Before that all, or most, airplanes had the little wheel in the back, so that's just the way airplanes were. They were taken for granted, and there was no controversy.



T



oday, aviation seems to be polarized, with the taildragger at one end and with everything else at the other. Many folks who've never taken the time (less than 10 hours in almost all situations) to become comfortable with the tailwheel have the mistaken image of an airplane that is all but uncontrollable on takeoff and landing and requires a huge amount of skill to handle. Baloney! If it were that hard to handle, aviation would have died before World War I. Or the nose-dragger configuration, which was standard on a lot of the early birds, would have dominated from the beginning, and "conv e n t i o n a l gear" would denote a nosewheel, not a tailwheel. Yes, the tailwheel requires some training. No, it is not difficult to master. Of course, the question has to be asked: Why learn to fly a taildragger if it's more demanding than a tricycle gear? That question has a lot of answers. First, learning to fly in a tailwheel airplane will take not take one minute longer than in a tri-gear airplane, and you'll come out a much better pilot. Why? Because tailwheel airplanes don't mollycoddle you. Taildraggers aren't hard to fly, but they demand that you fly them right. They demand that you know exactly where the nose is going and 38
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how to make it do your bidding. They demand that you touch down straight, with no drift, in the right attitude and at m i n i m u m speed. This does not, however, place undue demands on students because they have no point of reference. They think this is the way it's supposed to be, and they just do it. A nosewheel airplane, on the other hand, couldn't care less how you land it. Plop it on the runway any old way, and it'll sort things out for you. The result is that the machine challenges neither the students nor the instructor. Because the machine is tolerant of less than perfect technique, the instructor doesn't have to work as hard to produce safe students, and students subliminally know there is a huge margin for error, so they feel it's not necessary for their technique to be right on the money. The good news is that because the nosewheel airplanes take care of their pilots so well, many more people are attracted to aviation and are more likely to finish training and get their pilot certificate. The bad news is that these pilots aren't as aware of technique details as they might be. In a taildragger, even if the instructor is not doing his or her job in pounding the basics into the students' overworked minds, the airplane forces the students to learn the requisite skills.



So what's the difference between taildragger pilots and everyone else? Do they have a halo or an invisible set of wings? No, but they do possess a subtle awareness of what the airplane is doing and what they have to do to control it. For instance, taildragger pilots learn early that their life is a billion percent easier if they put the airplane on the runway with the tail directly behind the nose and with no drift. If they do that, 95 percent of the tailwheel airplanes in the world will roll straight ahead with only minor taps one way or the other to stop a tiny turn. Touch down crooked, or with a drift, and they're off to the races. Knowing they want to touch down straight, these pilots quickly develop two skills. Their visual acuity increases greatly so they see exactly what's happening in the windshield and around the nose. If the nose isn't where it should be, they correct it almost as soon as the deviation begins. The nosewheel pilots don't have to worry about such small details, so they never develop the same ability to see tiny changes in the airplane's attitude or ground track. Next, because most tailwheel airplanes exhibit more adverse yaw than modern aircraft, pilots learn the only way they can land straight is by flying straight, with the slipskid ball in the airplane's turn coordinator in the middle of its race (Crosswinds not withstanding). The only way they can do that is through c o o r d i n a t i n g t h e i r rudder and aileron inputs. It's hard to decide which skill has greater benefit, but certainly the ability to unconsciously coordinate the airplane, keeping the ball centered at all times, puts taildragger pilots ahead of the average pilot. Keeping the ball centered means the airplane is going to be much more efficient, and the ride for pilot and passengers is going to be much more comfortable. Even though modern aircraft don't need as much rudder to fight adverse yaw as do most tailwheel



machines, the requirement is still
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there. More important, when aircraft are at a higher angle of attack during approach and pilots arc tighting to keep the airplane on a given glide path and aligned with the runway centerline, they'll do a much better job if they're able to consistently coordinate the airplane. Incidentally, it is interesting to note that in the "old days," when everyone learned to fly in a taildragger, most students soloed after eight hours of dual instruction. It not only takes about the same for a student to solo today, hut those of us in the tailwheel transition business find it often takes eight hours for certificated nosedragger pilots to transition to the airplane and earn the flight instructor's endorsement that enables them to be a taildragger pilot in command. It's easier to teach new habits than it is to break old ones. Another important reason to



With a tailwheel sign-off, a new world of flying possibilities is opened up for you. From antiques and classics to homebuilts, aerobatic mounts, and warbirds—many have tailwheels.



Yes, the tailwheel requires some training. No, it is not difficult to master. 40
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learn to fly a tailwheel is t h a t it opens up so many other airplanes to you. If you look across a "normal" general aviation ramp, you won't see many airplanes with their tails sitting on the ground. Rut look across any sport aviation gathering, and you'll notice a huge number of airplanes with that familiar stance. More than half of the airplanes in the overall sport aviation category, from antiques and classics to homebuilts and warbirds, have tailwheels. Then, when you start talking aerobatics, antique, or classic, the tailwheel represents the overwhelming majority. You don't see a lot of Pitts Specials, Stearman*, and l.uscombes, for instance, w i t h nosewheels. It seems axiomatic that a tailwheel airplane is a tun airplane.



crooked, the CG still tries to keep going straight, but its path drags the nose back toward the centerline, which essentially makes the airplane self-centering. The tailwheel is selfdestabilizing. In fact, the tailwheel airplane is only totally stable when it is rolling straight backward. Again, very embarrassing. The physics of the tailwheel airplane arc very much altered by the



geometry of the relationship of the CG to the l a n d i n g gear. It is t h i s geometry, coupled with speed, that explains most (not all) of the differences w i t h i n the t a i l w h e e l breed itself. The farther the CG is behind the



main gear, the more difficult it is go-



ing to be to keep the tail behind the nose. Because the CG is going lo be in approximately the same position



Not all tailwheels are created equal



N



ow that we've painted a rosy p i c t u r e tor tailwheel airplanes, we have to admit that not all tailwheel airplanes h a n d l e the same. Why? The explanation is rooted in the physics that make a tailwheel airplane handle so much differently than a tricycle-gear bird. The reason a tailwheel airplane has its reputation is because the location of the center of gravity (CG) makes it inherently less stable on the ground than a tri-gear airplane. A taildragger'* C(i is located behind the main gear (if it wasn't, it would stand on its nose all the time, very embarrassing). So, if the tail isn't directly behind the nose on touchdown or the a i r p l a n e is d r i f t i n g sideways, inertia and centrifugal force try to make the CG go in a straight line. Because the CG is behind the pivot point of the main gear, when the airplane isn't straight the CG is off to one side. On touchdown the



CG tries to continue in the direction it is headed, which takes it farther away from the centerline, and the tail goes with it. On a nosewheel airplane, the CG is ahead of the main gear. So when the airplane hits
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on all airplanes because of the required relationship to the chord of the wing, the change in its relationship to the landing gear is the result of moving the gear forward. The farther forward the gear is, the less stable the airplane will be, but the more brake a pilot can apply without fear of nosing over. An extreme example of that is the Helio Courier: its gear is very far forward, and its brakes can be stood on, but the airplane is also more demanding than some to keep straight. Early Cessna 120/140s are an example on the other end: the CG is close to the main gear. Between the spring gear, which softens swerves, Take a look around any good-sized airplane gathering—more than half of the airplanes in the overall sport aviation category are tail draggers. If you never add a tailwheel endorsement to your log book, you could be missing out on a major segment of the flying fun.
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and the CG being so far forward, it's a pussycat, simple to land, but standing on the brakes is not a good idea. Early airplanes spent a lot of time on their backs because the tail was so l i g h t , a problem probably compounded by the fact t h a t the 120/140 was the first trainer with toe brakes, and folks weren't used to them yet. At any rate, many of the early 120/140s now sport a model that moves the gear forward. Depending on your point of view, spring gear is a good news/had news thing. On any t a i l w h e e l airplane



spring gear makes the airplane less likely to dart left or right after a bad touchdown because the gear flexes, dampening what would have been sharp-edged swerves to easily con-



trolled soft turns. The negative side of the equation is that the gear is usually so soft that the airplane waddles a little, and the pilot's butt isn't getting exact information about what the airplane is doing. In general, however, spring gear makes the



airplane easier to land and more forgiving then bungee or shock gear. Then there's the vertical CG location. The higher the CG is above the tires, the more tippy the airplane becomes. If the pilot lets the airplane swerve, the high CG is slung to the outside of the turn, which not only tightens the turn but tries to lift the inside wheel. A lot of older biplanes, like the Stearman, fall into this category, where the airplanes' narrow gear (compared to the wing span) compounds the effect. The balancing factor for the high CG location is that almost every airplane with that configuration falls into the super-slow category (T-6s excepted). The severity of any swerve or inadvertent turn in any tailwheel airplane is a function of the square of the touchdown speed. If you touch down slow, life is good. Older biplanes touch down somewhere in the 45-55 mph bracket. Classics are generally a little below that, one of many reasons they are



The techniques and skills required are nothing more than those you need to fly any airplane correctly*, tailwheel or otherwise. so easy to land. On the other hand, it's nearly impossible to three-point something like a I'itts Special and have it much under 70 mph, even though it stalls at around 62 mph because its deck angle is so flat. The higher the touchdown speed, the closer together the zigs and zags get and the more severe the swerves, if the pilot lets them develop). A n o t h e r factor, one that is seldom discussed even though it probably has more effect than all the rest combined, is tire pressure. You don't want to pump a taildragger's tires hard for two reasons. If the tires' sidewalls are super stiff, they don't flex when the airplane tries to t u r n , so the airplane's swerves are more likely to havesharp edges on them. Soften the tires to let the sidewall flex, and some of the swerve's energy goes into flexing the tires, and swerves and darts become simple turns. Also, hard tires make the airplane more prone to rebounding on touchdown. The Pitts pilot handbook, for instance, says its 5:00x5 main tires should be inflated to 35



planes you'll never fly if you don't Contrary to what many say, it is add a tailwheel endorsement to your &£* not necessary to lly a tailwheel air- skill bundle. plane to be considered a good pilot. For more information on the subject, But just t h i n k of all the neat air- visit the author at www.airbum.com. wheel or otherwise.
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psi, but the only time most of us in-



structors do that is when we have a student who needs a severe dose of humility. Inflating the tires to 25 to 28 psi is more livable. Every airplane/tire combination has a similar number that calms the a i r p l a n e down without introducing tire wear or other problems. The techniques involved in flying a tailwheel airplane are pretty basic,



and there are several good books and articles on the subject, so we're not going to go into them here. It should be said, however, that the techniques and skills required are nothing more than those you need to fly any airplane correctly, tail-
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